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Chapter 1 : What is System Testing? Types & Definition with Example
Virtual Flight Testing of Radar System Performance. Flight testing is the primary method for evaluating the performance
of a radar system. While an aircraft is in flight, data such as probability of detection, signal strength, and clutter might be
gathered.

History of flight simulation[ edit ] World War I â€”18 [ edit ] An area of training was for air gunnery handled
by the pilot or a specialist air gunner. Firing at a moving target requires aiming ahead of the target which
involves the so-called lead angle to allow for the time the bullets require to reach the vicinity of the target.
This is sometimes also called "deflection shooting" and requires skill and practice. During World War I , some
ground-based simulators were developed to teach this skill to new pilots. He later patented his design, which
was first available for sale in The Link Trainer was a basic metal frame flight simulator usually painted in its
well-known blue color. Some of these early war era flight simulators still exist, but it is becoming increasingly
difficult to find working examples. He was also a pilot, but dissatisfied with the amount of real flight training
that was available, he decided to build a ground-based device to provide such training without the restrictions
of weather and the availability of aircraft and flight instructors. His design had a pneumatic motion platform
driven by inflatable bellows which provided pitch and roll cues. A vacuum motor similar to those used in
player pianos rotated the platform, providing yaw cues. A generic replica cockpit with working instruments
was mounted on the motion platform. When the cockpit was covered, pilots could practice flying by
instruments in a safe environment. The motion platform gave the pilot cues as to real angular motion in pitch
nose up and down , roll wing up or down and yaw nose left and right. Link also demonstrated his trainer to the
U. However, the situation changed in when the Army Air Force was given a government contract to fly the
postal mail. This included having to fly in bad weather as well as good, for which the USAAF had not
previously carried out much training. During the first weeks of the mail service, nearly a dozen Army pilots
were killed. Link flew in to meet them at Newark Field in New Jersey, and they were impressed by his ability
to arrive on a day with poor visibility, due to practice on his training device. The result was that the USAAF
purchased six Link Trainers, and this can be said to mark the start of the world flight simulation industry.
Some 10, were produced to train , new pilots from allied nations, many in the USA and Canada because many
pilots were trained in those countries before returning to Europe or the Pacific to fly combat missions. The
Celestial Navigation Trainer of was It enabled sextants to be used for taking "star shots" from a projected
display of the night sky. CAE forecast , new airline pilots from to 70 a day , and , first officers evolving to
captains. The fourth is FlightSafety International , focused on general , business and regional aircraft. Airbus
and Boeing have invested in their own training centres, aiming for higher margins than aircraft manufacturing
like MRO , competing with their suppliers CAE and L3. Several different devices are utilized in modern flight
training. Cockpit Procedures Trainer CPT are used to practice basic cockpit procedures, such as processing
emergency checklists, and for cockpit familiarization. Certain aircraft systems may or may not be simulated.
The aerodynamic model is usually extremely generic if present at all. Large samples of pilot opinion are
required and many subjective opinions tend to be aired, particularly by pilots not used to making objective
assessments and responding to a structured test schedule. For many years, it was believed that 6 DOF
motion-based simulation gave the pilot closer fidelity to flight control operations and aircraft responses to
control inputs and external forces and gave a better training outcome for students than non-motion-based
simulation. This is described as "handling fidelity", which can be assessed by test flight standards such as the
numerical Cooper-Harper rating scale for handling qualities. Recent scientific studies have shown that the use
of technology such as vibration or dynamic seats within flight simulators can be equally effective in the
delivery of training as large and expensive 6-DOF FFS devices. Once this document, called a Qualification
Approval Guide QAG , has been approved, all future devices conforming to the QAG are automatically
approved and individual evaluation is neither required nor available. This level does not require an
aerodynamic model, but accurate systems modeling is required. FAA FTD Level 5 - Aerodynamic
programming and systems modeling is required, but it may represent a family of aircraft rather than only one
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specific model. All applicable aerodynamics, flight controls, and systems must be modeled. A vibration
system must be supplied. This is the first level to require a visual system. The lowest level of helicopter flight
simulator. The visual system must have an outside-world horizontal field of view of at least 75 degrees for
each pilot. Requirements are for Level C with additions. The motion platform must have all six degrees of
freedom, and the visual system must have an outside-world horizontal field of view of at least degrees, with a
Collimated distant focus display. Realistic sounds in the cockpit are required, as well as a number of special
motion and visual effects.
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Flight testing is a branch of aeronautical engineering that develops and gathers data during flight of an aircraft, or
atmospheric testing of launch vehicles and reusable spacecraft, and then analyzes the data to evaluate the aerodynamic
flight characteristics of the vehicle in order to validate the design, including safety aspects.

What is System Testing? System Testing is the testing of a complete and fully integrated software product.
Usually software is only one element of a larger computer based system. System Testing is actually a series of
different tests whose sole purpose is to exercise the full computer based system. White box testing is the
testing of the internal workings or code of a software application. In contrast, black box or System Testing is
the opposite. The Video will load in some time. If you still face issue viewing video click here What do you
verify in System Testing? This is also called End to End testing scenario.. That is a very basic description of
what is involved in system testing. Software Testing Hierarchy As with almost any technical process, software
testing has a prescribed order in which things should be done. The following is a list of software testing
categories arranged in chronological order. These are the steps taken to fully test new software in preparation
for marketing it: Unit testing - testing performed on each module or block of code during development. Unit
Testing is normally done by the programmer who writes the code. Integration testing - testing done before,
during and after integration of a new module into the main software package. This involves testing of each
individual code module. One piece of software can contain several modules which are often created by several
different programmers. System testing - testing done by a professional testing agent on the completed software
product before it is introduced to the market. Acceptance testing - beta testing of the product done by the
actual end users. For an exhaustive list of software testing types click here. Regression Testing- - Regression
Testing involves testing done to make sure none of the changes made over the course of the development
process have caused new bugs. It also makes sure no old bugs appear from the addition of new software
modules over time. Recovery Testing - Recovery testing is done to demonstrate a software solution is reliable,
trustworthy and can successfully recoup from possible crashes. Migration Testing - Migration testing is done
to ensure that the software can be moved from older system infrastructures to current system infrastructures
without any issues. Functional Testing - Also known as functional completeness testing, Functional Testing
involves trying to think of any possible missing functions. Testers might make a list of additional
functionalities that a product could have to improve it during functional testing. There are over 50 different
types of system testing. The specific types used by a tester depend on several variables. Methods used by large
companies are different than that used by medium and small companies. Time is often what limits us to using
only the types that are most relevant for the software project. For example if you are a tester working for a
large software development firm, you are likely to have expensive automated testing software not available to
others. To use some of the software involved, a tester has to learn how to use it.
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Chapter 3 : In-flight entertainment - Wikipedia
A long history of participation in exciting flight test programs. Classic programs include flight control system and flying
qualities assessments of the Space Shuttle, particularly in the precision landing phase, and system identification testing
conducted with the Skyship

Virtual Flight Testing of Radar System Performance Flight testing is the primary method for evaluating the
performance of a radar system. While an aircraft is in flight, data such as probability of detection, signal
strength, and clutter might be gathered. Though effective, this approach does pose a number of testing
challenges. The following explores the use of virtual flight simulation in the interest of saving time and
money, while also increasing accuracy. Challenges of Flight Testing: In order to obtain statistically significant
results, a large number of flights must be performed in order to yield an adequate data sample. The costs
incurred in hands-on flight testing are thus sizeable. This method is simply too cost-prohibitive. The data and
test conditions from one flight run to the next are not repeatable, resulting in the need for multiple runs, and
thus more money. Without the ability to easily replicate results, the time involved in the test environment is
increased. The ability to simulate the full deployment and flight environment enables exceptional development
speed and provides rapid prototyping capabilities of any radar system environment. With lessened time and
money involved, simulation poses a viable solution to the testing challenge. By evaluating realistic
flight-testing scenarios before or in place of physical flight testing, engineers can validate electronic warfare
algorithms earlier, saving both time and money. The WBP SystemVue Comms Architect is electronic
system-level design software that integrates modeling, simulation, reference IP, hardware generation, and
measurement links into a single, versatile platform. The W Radar model library provides baseband signal
processing reference models for a variety of radar architectures. As shown in Figure 1, one application of the
interface between SystemVue and STK is the ability to do virtual flight testing of a radar system, including
DSP, RF impairments, jamming, and interference as an aircraft encounters targets and clutter along a virtual
flight plan. To gain a stronger understanding of the interface between SystemVue and STK, and their
application to virtual flight testing, consider the 3D STK simulation scenario of a fighter sortier Figure 1. It
starts at 10,ft and is detected by the radar. It spot dives down to do low-level terrain following in order to get
below the radar- sometimes successfully, sometimes not. This scenario can be reconstructed hundreds of
times, with different radar or electronic countermeasure assets in place, by implementing SystemVue. The
terrain, aircraft including 3D RCS , and the radar site characteristics may all be easily modeled and analyzed.
Multiple-Target Signal Emulation Example In the multiple-target signal emulation example, shown in Figure
2, test entry data is entered through a customer user interface with full customization capabilities. The user
does not have to open a simulation schematic. This approach integrates both signal generation and signal
analysis. Here, SystemVue creates a radar waveform and passes it through a transmit chain to multiple target
models including jamming and added clutter. The resultant RF waveform can then be input into an arbitrary
waveform generator and introduced into a receiver for performance validation. Measurement-based data, such
as a jammer profile or measured interference, could also be added into the simulation directly through
Keysight test equipment links. These scenarios can be evaluated in lieu of physical flight testing or, in cases
where operational flight testing is unavoidable, they can be evaluated beforehand to ensure they make the most
effective use of resources. Some applications of virtual testing include: This allows measurement-hardened
algorithms to be deployed quickly, and any required field-testing to be performed with greater confidence. By
moving testing into the lab and away from the field, time and money are spared, while measurement accuracy
is improved. You can read the full article on this topic here http:
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System Development Flight Testing Our own Airbus H helicopter is fitted out as a flight test and demonstration platform
and is specially designed to support system development flight testing. With an onboard flight test instrumentation
system, we can record data to support our customers' system development flight tests, or integrate their.

Every student pilot is taught to perform a mag check during the pre-flight engine run-up, but many pilots have
never shut off a magneto in flight and are uncomfortable with the idea. The typical pre-flight mag check can
detect only the grossest ignition system defects, while the in-flight stress test will reveal much more subtle
ignition issues. The best ignition system test you can perform is an in-flight mag check with the engine leaned
aggressively lean of peak EGT LOP. If your engine is not capable of operating smoothly when LOP, then do
the test as the leanest mixture at which the engine does run smoothly. We want the mixture to be as lean as
possible because the leaner the air-fuel mixture, the more difficult it is to ignite. Therefore, if your ignition
system performance is marginal, it will show up during a lean preferably LOP in-flight test long before it
becomes apparent in any other phase of operation. For example, JPI EDM-series monitors have a default
sampling interval of 6 seconds, but can be programmed to use a 2-second interval. This applies to all of the
flight-test profiles discussed in this article. The ignition stress test should be performed in normal cruise
configuration with the mixture set as lean as possible consistent with smooth engine operation preferably LOP.
Place your engine monitor in "normalize mode" which sets all the EGT bars to mid-scale and increases the
sensitivity of the bar-graph display. Now go through the usual mag check procedure: Do not rush this
procedure. Perform it very slowly, making sure that you run the engine on each individual magneto for at least
10 engine monitor sample intervals before moving on to the next phase. If the monitor samples every 6
seconds, run on each individual magneto for a minimum of one minute; if the monitor samples ever 2 seconds,
run on each mag for at least 20 seconds. Return to two-mag operation for a similar length of time between
single-mag runs. You will feel a small but perceptible loss of power during single-mag operation, but the
engine should continue to run smoothly without uncomfortable roughness. Figure 2-Ignition stress test reveals
a problem with the bottom spark plug on the 5 cylinder, and also shows split ignition timing between the two
mags. Once on the ground, dump the engine monitor data and analyze it. You will be able to see the test
results much more clearly by graphing the engine monitor data than by looking at the instrument during the
test flight. Figure 2 shows a good example of an ignition stress test - note how 5 EGT goes unstable when the
engine is running on the left mag only, indicating that the bottom spark plug in cylinder 5 has a problem. Also
notice that all EGTs rise more during left-mag operation than during right-mag operation, suggesting that the
two mags are timed differently. I recommend performing the ignition stress test on a regular basis - I do it on
most every flight, generally at the end of the cruise phase just before starting my descent. It should always be
performed any time any sort of engine anomaly is suspected. Mixture distribution test Also known as the
"GAMI lean test," the mixture distribution test determines how much mixture variation exists among the
cylinders of your engine. It can detect dirty or wrong-sized fuel injector nozzles, intake valve problems,
induction leaks, and other engine anomalies that can cause uneven mixtures among cylinders. If your engine
monitor captures fuel flow, then you can perform the test and analyze the data later. The following description
assumes that the monitor does not capture fuel flow and that the data has to be recorded manually. Starting
with a full-rich mixture, write down the fuel flow and the EGT of each cylinder. Now lean very, very slowly a
vernier mixture control really helps until the first cylinder reaches peak EGT, and note peak EGT value for
that cylinder and the exact fuel flow to the nearest 0. Continue leaning very, very slowly until each cylinder
reaches peak EGT, and again write down the peak EGT value for each cylinder and the fuel flow at which
each peak was achieved. Once the data has been gathered, you can derive two valuable pieces of information.
The first is the difference between full-rich EGT and peak EGT for each cylinder referred to as the "lean
range" for that cylinder , and the second is the difference in fuel flow between the first cylinder and the last
cylinder to reach peak EGT referred to as the "GAMI spread". If any cylinder has a substantially lower lean
range than the others, it may be operating too lean at takeoff power and might be vulnerable to overheating or
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detonation. Suspect a clogged injector nozzle or an induction leak. The "GAMI spread" is a measure of uneven
mixture distribution. The smaller the spread, the better. A fuel-injected engine with properly tuned fuel
nozzles will exhibit a GAMI spread in the vicinity of 0. Using stock non-tuned nozzles, injected Lycoming
and crossflow Continental engines typically have a spread around 1. Some carbureted engines e. Experience
indicates that if your engine has a GAMI spread above 1. Figure 3 shows a mixture distribution test that
reveals a GAMI spread of 0. Note that this engine monitor is configured to capture fuel flow information,
making the analysis very easy and eliminating the need to record the fuel flow information manually. I
recommend performing this test every 12 months or hours, whichever comes first, and also any time any sort
of engine anomaly is suspected. It is best accomplished in level cruise flight at about 5, feet MSL. It consists
of a pair of tests: For the high-MP test, start with a relatively high power settingi - wide-open throttle for
normally aspirated engines, or MP equal to outside ambient pressure for turbocharged engines - and full-rich
mixture. Write down the EGT for each cylinder. Disregard the absolute EGT values. Ideally, the amount of
EGT change should be roughly the same for all cylinders. If one cylinder or two adjacent cylinders exhibit s
significantly less change than the others, suspect an induction system leak affecting that cylinder or those
adjacent cylinders. During the high-MP test, the induction manifold pressure is very close to outside ambient
pressure, so any induction leak will have little or no effect on engine operation. During the low-MP test, the
manifold pressure is significantly lower than outside ambient by about 10 inches , so any induction leak will
cause the affected cylinder or cylinders to run substantially leaner than the others, resulting in a smaller drop
in EGT than the others. I recommend performing this test any time a MP or mixture distribution anomaly is
suspected. Now put on your test-pilot cap and go fly some of these flight-test profiles! Busch - All Rights
Reserved.
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Chapter 5 : Virtual Flight Testing of Radar System Performance | Keysight Community
Order, flight test managers who are also classified as flight test pilots, and who actively participate in flight tests, are
required to meet the same standards as FTPs (except for recency of flight experience flight time).

Civil aircraft[ edit ] There are typically two categories of flight test programs â€” commercial and military.
Commercial flight testing is conducted to certify that the aircraft meets all applicable safety and performance
requirements of the government certifying agency. Normally, the civil certification agency does not get
involved in flight testing until the manufacturer has found and fixed any development issues and is ready to
seek certification. Military aircraft[ edit ] Military programs differ from commercial in that the government
contracts with the aircraft manufacturer to design and build an aircraft to meet specific mission capabilities.
These performance requirements are documented to the manufacturer in the aircraft specification and the
details of the flight test program among many other program requirements are spelled out in the statement of
work. Since the government is funding the program, it is more involved in the aircraft design and testing from
early-on. The final phase of the military aircraft flight test is the Operational Test OT. OT is conducted by a
government-only test team with the dictate to certify that the aircraft is suitable and effective to carry out the
intended mission. Naval Test Pilot School are the programs designed to teach military test personnel. For
minor upgrades the testing may be conducted by one of these three organizations in isolation, but major
programs are normally conducted by a joint trials team JTT , with all three organizations working together
under the umbrella of an integrated project team IPT airspace. Does not include the landing burn near the
ocean surface as clouds obscured the infrared imaging at low altitude. All launch vehicles , as well as a few
reusable spacecraft, must necessarily be designed to deal with aerodynamic flight loads while moving through
the atmosphere. Many launch vehicles are flight tested, with rather more extensive data collection and analysis
on the initial orbital launch of a particular launch vehicle design. Reusable spacecraft or reusable booster test
programs are much more involved and typically follow the full envelope expansion paradigm of traditional
aircraft testing. Preparation[ edit ] For both commercial and military aircraft, as well as launch vehicles, flight
test preparation begins well before the test vehicle is ready to fly. Initially what needs to be tested must be
defined, from which the Flight Test Engineers prepare the test plan, which is essentially certain maneuvers to
be flown or systems to be exercised. Each single test is known as a Test Point. Altogether, a certification flight
test program will consist of approximately 10, Test Points. This will consist of a description of the Test Points
to be flown. The flight test engineer will try to fly similar Test Points from all test plans on the same flights,
where practical. This allows the required data to be acquired in the minimum number of flight hours. The
software used to control the flight test process is known as Flight Test Management Software, and supports the
Flight Test Engineer in planning the test points to be flown as well as generating the required documentation.
Typical instrumentation parameters recorded during a flight test for a large aircraft are: During the flight, these
parameters are then used to compute relevant aircraft performance parameters, such as airspeed, altitude,
weight, and center of gravity position. During selected phases of flight test, especially during early
development of a new aircraft, many parameters are transmitted to the ground during the flight and monitored
by flight test and test support engineers, or stored for subsequent data analysis. This provides for safety
monitoring and allows for both real-time and full-simulation analysis of the data being acquired. Execution[
edit ] When the aircraft or launch vehicle is completely assembled and instrumented, many hours of ground
testing are conducted. This allows exploring multiple aspects: The vehicle can then proceed with its maiden
flight , a major milestone in any aircraft or launch vehicle development program. There are several aspects to a
flight test program, among which: Testing that is specific to military aircraft includes:
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UAS flight testing and to the risk management aspects of such testing. Since there is no person onboard a UAS during
operation, some additional air vehicle risks may be accepted during flight testing given that the hazards of such tests do
not directly affect personal safety.

History[ edit ] The first in-flight film screened during the Parade of Progress Exposition in Chicago The first
in-flight movie was in on Aeromarine Airways showing a film called Howdy Chicago to its passengers as the
amphibious airplane flew around Chicago. The aircraft never entered service. In , David Flexer of Inflight
Motion Pictures developed the 16mm film system using a inch reel for a wide variety of commercial aircraft.
Capable of holding the entire film, and mounted horizontally to maximize space, this replaced the previous
inch-diameter film reels. These early systems consisted of in-seat audio that could be heard with hollow tube
headphones. The electronic headsets were initially available only on selected flights and premium cabins
whereas economy class still had to make do with the old pneumatic headsets. Throughout the early to mids,
some in-flight movies were played back from videotape, using early compact transistorized videotape
recorders made by Sony such as the SV and PV and Ampex such as the VR and VR , and played back on CRT
monitors mounted on the upper sides in the cabin above the passenger seats with several monitors placed a
few seats apart from each other. The audio was played back through the headsets. Flight attendants could now
change movies in-flight and add short subject programming. In the late s and early s, CRT -based projectors
began to appear on newer widebody aircraft, such as the Boeing These used LaserDiscs or video cassettes for
playback. Some airlines upgraded the old film IFE systems to the CRT-based systems in the late s and early s
on some of their older widebodies. In , Avicom introduced the first audio player system, based on the Philips
Tape Cassette technology. As a result, this completely replaced the CRT technology. This is mainly due to the
aircraft storage and weight limits. The Boeing was the first narrow body aircraft to widely feature both audio
and video In-flight entertainment and today it is rare to find a Boeing without an In-flight entertainment
system. Most Boeing s feature ceiling-mounted CRT screens, although some newer s may feature drop-down
LCDs or audio-video on demand systems in the back of each seat. Some airlines, such as WestJet , United
Airlines , and Delta Air Lines , have equipped some narrow body aircraft with personal video screens at every
seat. For the introduction of personal TVs onboard jetBlue , company management tracked that lavatory
queuing went far down. They originally had two planes, one with functioning IFE and one with none, the
functioning one later was called "the happy plane". With the sometimes miles of wiring involved, voltage
leaks and arcing become a problem. This is of more than theoretical concern. To contain any possible issues,
the in-flight entertainment system is typically isolated from the main systems of the aircraft. In the United
States, for a product to be considered safe and reliable, it must be certified by the FAA and pass all of the
applicable requirements found in the Federal Aviation Regulations. The concerning section, or title, dealing
with the aviation industry and the electronic systems embedded in the aircraft, is CFR title 14 part Upon a
showing of compliance to all of the applicable U. Cutting production costs may be achieved by anything from
altering the housing for personal televisions, to reducing the amount of embedded software in the in-flight
entertainment processor. Difficulties with cost are also present with the customers, or airlines , looking to
purchase in-flight entertainment systems. Most in-flight entertainment systems are purchased by existing
airlines as an upgrade package to an existing fleet of aircraft. Some airlines are passing the cost directly into
the customers ticket price, while some are charging a user fee based on an individual customers use. Some are
also attempting to get a majority of the cost paid for by advertisements on, around, and in their IFE. These
airlines usually feature up to movies at once, whereas 20 years ago they would have only 10 or In the United
States, airlines pay a flat fee every time the movie is watched by a passenger. These restrictions account for
expensive engineering of individually specific software. In-flight entertainment equipment is often touch
screen sensitive, allowing interaction between each seat in the aircraft and the flight attendants , which is
wireless in some systems. These additional requirements not only place an additional strain on the software
engineers , but also on the price. Programming errors can slip through the testing phases of the software and
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cause problems. In addition to displaying a map that illustrates the position and direction of the plane, the
system gives the altitude, airspeed, outside air temperature, distance to the destination, distance from the
origination point, and local time. KLM and Swissair were the first airlines to offer the moving map systems to
their passengers. In , Betria Interactive unveiled FlightPath3D, a fully interactive moving-map that enables
passengers to zoom and pan around a 3D world map using touch gestures, similar to Google Earth. Some
airlines complained that doing so may compel the entire IFE system to remain shut. After complaints from
airlines and passengers alike, these restrictions were eased. Audio entertainment[ edit ] Audio entertainment
covers music, as well as news, information, and comedy. Most music channels are pre-recorded and feature
their own DJs to provide chatter, song introductions, and interviews with artists. This form of in-flight
entertainment is experienced through headphones that are distributed to the passengers. The headphones
provided can also be used for the viewing of personal televisions. In-flight entertainment systems have been
made compatible with XM Satellite Radio and with iPods , allowing passengers to access their accounts or
bring their own music, along with offering libraries of full audio CDs from an assortment of artists. Sound is
supplied via the same headphones as those distributed for audio entertainment. Some airlines also present
news and current affairs programming, which are often pre-recorded and delivered in the early morning before
flights commence. PTVs are operated via an In flight Management System which stores pre-recorded channels
on a central server and streams them to PTV equipped seats during flight. AVOD systems store individual
programs separately, allowing a passenger to have a specific program streamed to them privately, and be able
to control the playback. Some airlines also provide video games as part of the video entertainment system. For
example, Singapore Airlines passengers on some flights have access to a number of Super Nintendo games as
part of its KrisWorld entertainment system. These televisions are usually located in the seat-backs or tucked
away in the armrests for front row seats and first class. Some show direct broadcast satellite television which
enables passengers to view live TV broadcasts. Some airlines also offer video games using PTV equipment.
Many are now providing closed captioning for deaf and hard-of-hearing passengers. Audio-video on demand
AVOD entertainment has also been introduced. This enables passengers to pause, rewind, fast-forward, or stop
a program that they have been watching. This is in contrast to older entertainment systems where no
interactivity is provided for. AVOD also allows the passengers to choose among movies stored in the aircraft
computer system. In addition to the personal televisions that are installed in the seatbacks, a new portable
media player PMP revolution is under way. PMPs can be handed out and collected by the cabin crew, or can
be "semi-embedded" into the seatback or seat arm. In both of these scenarios, the PMP can pop in and out of
an enclosure built into the seat, or an arm enclosure. An advantage of PMPs is that, unlike seatback PTVs,
equipment boxes for the inflight entertainment system do not need to be installed under the seats, since those
boxes increase the weight of the aircraft and impede legroom. Along with the on-demand concept comes the
ability for the user to pause, rewind, fast forward , or jump to any point in the movie. There are also movies
that are shown throughout the aircraft at one time, often on shared overhead screens or a screen in the front of
the cabin. More modern aircraft are now allowing Personal Electronic Devices PEDs to be used to connect to
the on board in-flight entertainment systems. The technology is currently based on Scenarist file multiplexing
so far; however, portable media players tend to use alternative technologies. A WAEA technical committee is
trying to standardize the closed caption specification. As of , several airlines, including.
Chapter 7 : Flight test - Wikipedia
System Testing is the testing of a complete and fully integrated software product. Usually software is only one element
of a larger computer based system. Ultimately, software is interfaced with other software/hardware blog.quintoapp.com
Testing is actually a series of different tests whose sole purpose.
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IBIS (In-Flight Blade Inspection System) - Leak Testing â€¢ IBIS is a device that provides in-flight warning of blade
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failure on.

Chapter 9 : Flight testing - productive testing
In-flight entertainment (IFE) refers to the entertainment available to aircraft passengers during a blog.quintoapp.com ,
the airship Hindenburg offered passengers a piano, lounge, dining room, smoking room, and bar during the 2 1/2 day
flight between Europe and America.
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